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How to build a corporate blog to improve collaboration 
One of the easiest ways to engage employees and encourage collaboration by sharing views and 

opinions is to create a corporate blogging tool.  A blog can be a great tool for employees across the 

organisation to collaborate and exchange views and opinions on topics of shared interest with other 

employees.  Employees who didn’t know each other nor had a similar interest can collaborate by 

sharing ideas with each other which everyone can also comment upon.  Follow these steps to create 

a corporate blogging tool that will make collaborating easier. 

Sponsor 
Firstly you need to find a senior manager in an influential position within your organisation who is 

willing to champion a corporate blogging tool.  You must to be clear what your expectation of their 

role as sponsor is.  By explaining to your sponsor what a blog has the potential to achieve and the 

timescales for achieving it you should be able to agree on what can be done by your sponsor.  You 

then need to agree how to move forward. 

Culture 
What is the culture within your organisation?  Your corporate culture and values need to encourage 

employees to be more open and trust their colleagues.  Recognise that it is a good behaviour to 

share views and opinions that help other people rather than keep ideas that could help other 

employees.  Where possible this should be valued if not financially then through some way which 

encourages other employees to try doing this as well as reinforcing the good practice. 

The alternative is an organisation where employees don’t share information and are unwilling to 

respond to any feedback or enquiry.  You need your organisation to encourage employees to 

collaborate with each; responding to views, building on ideas and comments even if critical but 

constructive; enabling employees to easily search and find people and information with a similar 

interest to theirs. 

Business needs 
You need to check what exactly the business needs are.  Don’t assume you know; ask people who 

are most likely to benefit from using a blog what problems it could help them with.  Once you have 

them documented and agreed you should approach your IT partners to find the right technical 

solution to use.  It should be free or very cheap.  Open source applications are ideal. 

Without your IT partners agreeing with your plans it will be very difficult, if not impossible, to do.  If 

you haven’t got a good working relationship already with IT, now is the time to start building one.  

You need to agree the scope of any testing, period of time for this, and support needed by IT for the 

volunteers doing the testing. 

Testing 
You should start testing on a small scale with your blogging tool.  This is called ‘beta testing’.  Involve 

volunteers and those you believe would benefit from starting a blog - people who you know have a 

need or interest from different parts of your organisation to test it out.  The best approach to take is 
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research what people actually (not assumed) need as they test the tools.  Work closely with the early 

adopters to see what helped and what didn’t and where improvements could be made.    

The adopters set the direction and speed of the testing.  Feedback needs to be quickly considered 

and either rejected or accepted and acted upon to avoid any loss of momentum.  Have just one 

template to start with for users to test out and contribute to.     

Don’t spend lots of time, effort and money testing.  If you are making no progress then it isn’t going 

right.  The main aim of beta testing is to show quickly either the tool will work or not.  If it isn’t 

working then stop and avoid wasting money and time.  Look for another tool that fits your needs 

better and do more beta testing. 

Funding 
If the testing is successful and the objectives you agreed are met then you can justify developing it 

further for wider use.  If you need to apply now for funding you have real-life examples from the 

feedback given by volunteers during the beta testing where it helped them.  Funding may not be 

needed if the blogging tool is free or only at a later date when you can show how employees have 

already benefited.  The more compelling the examples, the harder it will be to reject a request for 

more funding. 

Governance 
You need to decide who can create a blog and comment on a blog post.  You also need to show how 

to use a blog and agree who will be responsible for managing the blogs on a day to day basis.  

Whatever process you decide upon for people asking to use it – a form, email, or calling someone – 

you need everyone to sign up to the terms of use before they start.  The rules can be basic, common 

sense, conditions like nothing slanderous, illegal or will break your organisation’s policies.  If you 

treat your employees as adults they will respond by behaving as responsible adults. 

Standards 
You need to apply publishing standards that are appropriate for collaborative tools.  There should be 

a lighter touch applied than for accredited type content such as company policies and news.  

Embedding your standards into the templates makes it easier for employees to use.  The lower the 

barrier the higher and quicker will be adoption.   

You need to provide features to help like navigation, help and tagging options to make it easy for 

someone to publish so they have the best user experience possible.  You will need a compliance tool 

that flags up blog posts that have not been viewed after a period of time as likely to be removed if 

no longer needed by anyone.  If the blog post owner does not respond then it will automatically be 

removed. 

Anonymity 
This links back to the culture section.  Should blogs be posted anonymously or not?  If someone has 

something they believe is of interest to others for a blog post or a comment should they identify 

themselves?  There is no right or wrong answer to these questions. 

Where your organisation has a healthy culture and wants employees to learn how to improve how 

they work by learning from other employees’ views and opinions then why would people feel the 
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need to be anonymous?  Surely employees will feel comfortable about putting their name to a blog 

post and be recognised for it.  If someone has a different view they can comment on the post and 

give their name to it. 

While I am not aware of anyone who made ‘career threatening’ comments in a blog post that were 

removed and the person disciplined, it may happen.  It may encourage a healthy challenging of 

existing knowledge and provoke a rethink of what everyone needs to know by anonymous posting 

and commenting on blog like how changes to providing customer service from people in call centres 

or engineers visiting customers. 

Whatever you decide to do it must fit with your organisation’s culture and values for it to be 

sustainable. 

Findability 
When your blog platform is available for all employees to use it must be easy to search the posts and 

comments to find what will help you.  You need employees to be able to search for any type of 

information - accredited like policies and collaborative like blog posts – using the same search engine 

for their enquiry.  Your search results should show different content types - authoritative which is 

factual and collaborative which may be a view that changes quickly. 

Visibility 
Your blog posts shouldn’t be hidden in a dark corner of your intranet.  It should be given the profile 

it deserves.  This maybe on your corporate homepage or linked from it.  You may show the latest 

blog posts that have been added or commented on to give a sense of energy.  This can help increase 

the frequency of postings and comments on blogs. 

Summary 
A blog platform can help employees express and find views and opinions that help them with their 

work providing customer service, solving business problems or creating business solutions.  Blogs 

can become a great cultural advert that improves collaboration for the benefit of the organisation 

and employees and become part of the mainstream of your intranet. 

Blog case study 

BT decided in 2008 to test the need for a blogging platform in response to enquiries from some 
employees wanting to share their views and opinions with others.  After beta testing several tools, 
BT decided on WordPress which is used by many bloggers.  The blog platform was named Blog 
Central as all postings would be on one platform and it was memorable to employees in BT. 

The decision was made to grow Blog Central organically.  There was no advertising or publicity.  The 
aim was for it to succeed if employees found it helped them and posted and commented on blogs.  
Making it as easy as possible to use helped to achieve that aim. 

It has grown to over 1,000 blogs and is linked from the corporate intranet portal, the BT Homepage.  
The latest three Blog Central posts are also shown on BT Homepage.  You can search posts in Blog 
Central like any other information on BT’s intranet.  Its popularity is still growing with new blogs 
being created and more posts and comments made. 
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You can see examples of Blog Central. 

http://intranet-pioneer.com/
http://www.slideshare.net/markmorrell/blog-on-blog-central

